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SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC PREDICTORS OF RURAL 
POVERTY : A REGIONAL ANALYsIs~ 

Alton Thompson 
Betty J. Traub 

North Carolina AGT State University 

Randall P. White 
Center for Creative Leadership 

ABSTRACT The focus of the present study is to  determine the extent _ .,I t o  which the socio-demographic variables of education, occupation, 
number of children, race, sex, age and willingness t o  travel for  
employment and predictors of a rural  family's level.. of poverty. D i s -  
criminant analysis is employed t o  assess the accuracy of these vari- 
ables i n  - discriminating between poor and nonpoor families randomly 
selected from th i r ty  low income, rural  counties in ten contiguous 
southeastern states.  

The resul ts  are supportive of previous studies a s  these vari- 
ables are  found t o  be s t a t i s t i ca l ly  significant discriminants between 
the poor and the nonpoor. The profile of a rural  poor head of household 
is a poorly educated, semi-skilled, female, black, f a n  resident who 
tends to  be old, have a large number of children and less  willing to  
travel for employment outside of one's immediate area. 

INTRODUCTION 

Social scient is ts  have continued to  focus the i r  research on the 

topic of rural  poverty. Three considerations mark this inquiry. The 

f i r s t  is a concern w i t h  the quality of l i f e  among impoverished groups 

in  the rural  population. Secondly, poverty is a persistent force 

that affects the motivation and behavior of those affected. The f inal  

concern involves the link between poverty and many social problems 

(crime and delinquency, family and generational problems, prejudice 

l ~ h i s  research was supported b the United States Deparment 
of Agriculture Research Grant No. &-061- 5- 79-150-1, The Isolation 
of Factors Related t o  Levels and Patterns of Living in Selected Areas 
of the Rural South. 
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and discrimination and unemployment) . Collectively , these concerns 

indicate a need to fill the crucial void in our knowledge concerning 

the socio-dynamic processes of families and individuals in poverty 

while concurrently implementing programs designed to promote and in- 

crease the number of such families and individuals escaping from poverty. 

The preceding concerns together with the Economic Opportunity 

Act of 1964 (in which President Johnson declared a War on Poverty) 
/ 

have resulted in a plethora of studies which focus on the economic 

and social problems of the poor, particularly the urban poor. De- 

spite the establishment of the National Advisory Commission on Rural 

Poverty (1967), a unit that was charged with recommending action "to 

provide opportunities for the rural population to share in America's 

abundance. 

. 

. ," there has been a serious lack of attention given 
to rural poverty (Bould, 1977: 472) and; it remains a major societal 

problem (Rogers and Burdge, 1972; Rogers, 1977; Chadwick and Bahr, 

1973; Horton and Leslie, 1973; Osmond, 1978; Daft, 1980; Hoppe, 1980; 

Cho, 1982). Some researchers, such as Gans , contend that poverty 

has not been eradicated because it is functional; that is, it serves 

useful functions for members of society such as creating a job market 

for penologists, criminologists, social workers and public health 

workers. The poor also perform the low-paid 'dirty-work' and other 

menial tasks (Gans, 1972: 272-79). Other frequently cited reasons 

for the continued existence of poverty include: lack of mobility, 

low educational attainment, family structure and size, structural 

constraints, social disorganization, selective outmigration and popu- 

lation redistribution, alienation, anomie, and cultural differences 

. 

2 
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Thus, poverty appears to be a multifaceted phenomenon that is woven 

deeply into the fabric of American society; albeit, to date, the theory 

is inadequate and the data are skimpy. Social science research on 

the poor has failed to provide a body of coedified knowledge. Miller 
I 

contends, for example, that "the data upon which generalizations are 

wrought are indeed very scanty. . . not only do the data collide with I 

I 

each other, but they are based on studies of restricted, constricted 
\ 

situations. . ." (1970:169). Writing in a similar vein, Allen states 

that "the theory is woefully inadequate for problems presented by 

poverty" (1970:149). The need for theory and research in furthering 

our understanding of poverty still persists and consequently, it is 

requisite to go beyond descriptive studies of the poor. With this 

in mind, the focus of the present study is to determine the extent 

to which eight socio-demographic variables--race, sex of head of house- 

hold, age, fan/nonf a n  status, education, occupation, number of chil- 

dren, and.willingness to travel for employment--are predictors of 

a family's level of poverty. 

DATA SOURCE AND hIETHOD OF ANALYSIS 

Sample 

The data for this research consist of 2,580 structured interviews 

obtained as part of a regional research project entitled, "The Iso- 

lation of Factors Related to Levels and Patterns of Living in Selected 

Areas of the Rural South." A multistage cluster sample was used to 

select the respondents from thirty racially-mixed, low median income, 

rural counties in ten contiguous southeastern states--Alabama, Arkansas, 
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Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Caro- 

l ina ,  Tennessee and Virginia. Sample s izes  were assigned i n  propor- 

t ion  t o  the s ize  of the county's population. 

In  the f i r s t  stage, the probability of a county's select ion was 

t o  be i n  proportion t o  i t s  population s ize  within the s t a t e ' s  sampling 

frame of low income, ru ra l  counties. For the second stage, national 

geological survey maps (2" series)  with a 15 minute by 15 minute grid 

superimposed were used t o  define the "open country" sampling frame 

of c lus ters  while census maps were used t o  define the "town" sampling 

frame of clusters .  Cluster s izes  were fixed a t  eight households and 

a serpentine procedure insured a standardized method of defining entry 

in to  each sample cluster .  Wheelock, White and Phi l l ips  (1982:6-7) 

affirmed the representativeness of the sample. 

Variables 

The c r i t e r ion  variable,  poverty s ta tus ,  is based upon methods 

developed by Orshansky (1965:6-8). The standard is based on .a food 

budget estimated as an "economy food plan for emergency use; " the 

poverty level  i s  s e t  a t  three times the amount of the t o t a l  food budget. 

In addition, adjustments of family annual incomes were made for  the 

number of persons i n  the household dependent on the income as t h e i r  

sole  means of support and fam/nonfann occupation of head of household. 3 

Most of the predictor variables are straightforward and require 

l i t t l e  explanation. Two exceptions are  occupation and willingness 

t o  t ravel  for  employment. The occupational categories a re  assigned 

average Duncan Socioeconomic Index Scores and treated as interval  
4 

(see Hauser and Featheman, 1977). The l a t t e r  variable i s  taken from 
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question: "If employment for which you qualify is not available in 

your immediate area, how far would you be willing to travel from your 

home to the job (i. e. , one way mileage) daily?" 

The interval level variables are found to adhere to the multi- 

variate normal assumptions crucial to discriminant analysis. That 

is, the scores on the discriminating variables are independently and 

randomly sampled from a population of scores; the sampling distribu- 

tion of any linear combination of discriminating variables is normally 

distributed and is not a function of other discriminating variables; 

the ranges are not restricted; and there is a linear relationship 

among all the discriminating variables within each group. 

Finally, a quadratic, instead of a linear, discriminant function 

is used because of the heterogeneity of the variance-covariance (dis- 

persion) matrices. A linear discriminant function is estimated by 

pooling the variance-covariance matrices; however, since the two ma- 

trices differ in variability and cannot be pooled, separate matrices 

are used to extract the discriminant function. This function is termed 

'quadratic' and prevents respondents from being overclassified into 

groups with greater dispersion (see for example, Gilbert, 1967:SOS- 

509; Lachenbruch, 1975: 46-47; Tabachnick and Fidell , 1983: 300- 301). 

Thus, the quadratic function leads to more accurate classification 

equations and hence, a maximum separation of groups. 

Method of Analysis 

Direct discriminant analysis is used to determine those cha- 

racteristics which distinguish between rural residents in and out 

of poverty. The aim of this analysis is to weigh and linearly combine 
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8 1 

the discriminating variables--race, sex of head of household, age, 

f arm/nonf arm status, education, occupation, number of children and 

willingness to travel for employment--in a manner that renders the 

group as distinct on these measures as possible. 

Discriminant analysis provides two types of output that are par- 

ticularly useful for this investigation. First, it extracts a dis- 

criminant function that represents the dimension along which the two 

groups differ. These discriminant function coefficients, when in 

standardized form, indicate the relative importance of each predic- 

tor variable, analogous to Beta weights in regression analysis. 

The classification of respondents, the second valuable output, 

is a direct measure of the predictive accuracy of the procedure and 

confirms the degree of group separation. In other words, once the 

discriminant function has been extracted, it suggests how well the 

function correctly classifies the respondents relative to chance pre- 

diction. Adhering to a procedure outlined by Hair et al. (1979:94- 

97) and Tabachnick and Fidell (1983: 296-297) , the split sample or 

cross validation approach is used to classify the respondents. That 

is, the total sample of respondents is randomly divided into two groups; 

the first group (the analysis sample) is used to derive the discri- 

minant function whereas the second group (the hold-out sample) is 

used to test the discriminant function. In this study, after deve- 

loping the best weighting equation for the eight predictor variables 

from the analysis sample (N = 830), we tested the equation on the 

hold-out sample (N = 834). This procedure eliminates the upward bias 

that tends to occur in the predictive accuracy of the discriminant 
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function i f  the individuals used i n  developing the classification 

matrix are the same as those used i n  computing the function or a l te r -  

natively, it indicates how well the classification function perform 

with a new sample of cases (Hair e t  a l ,  1979: 94). Both the classi-  

fication accuracy c r i t e r i a  and tau (proportional reduction i n  error 

s t a t i s t i c )  are used t o  assess the discriminating ab i l i ty  of the pre- 

dictor variables. 

FINDINGS 

Povertv Differentials 

Table 1 presents the predictor variables by poverty status. 

(Table 1 about here) 

In 1975, although three-fourths of a l l  rural  poor were white, 

poverty was more pervasive among rural  blacks. Approximately forty- 

one percent of a l l  rura l  blacks, but only twelve percent of a l l  rural  

whites, had incomes below the minimum subsistence level. Further, 

more than ninety percent of a l l  low income rural  blacks lived i n  the 

South (Hoppe, 1980:7). This finding is  also evident i n  Table 1 as 

61.3 percent of the black respondents are impoverished compared to  

31:l percent of the white respondents. 

Besides race, families with a female head of household are more 

l ikely t o  be impoverished than families with a male head of house- 

hold. Women who are heads of families typically have many handicaps 

when it comes t o  securing an adequate living. For example, the pre- 

sence of minor children i n  the home may make it extremely d i f f icu l t  
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for mothers t o  work outside the  home; moreover, the token amount of 

child support paid, i f  paid a t  a l l ,  by the father usually does not 

permit a decent standard of living. Also, women tend t o  be confronted 

with discriminatory hir ing practices and consistently lower wages 

(Horton and Leslie, 1973: 337; Wheelock, White and Phi l l ips ,  1982: 2- 

3).  Feminization of poverty i s  manifested i n  the sample data by the 

finding tha t  61.4 percent of the  female heads of household l ive  below 

the poverty income threshold level  compared t o  32.7 percent of the 

male heads of household. 

Poverty among the rura l  elderly is exacerbated by the problems 

associated with aging. Older persons not only l i ve  on fixed incomes, 

but tend t o  have greater transportational , nutr i t ional ,  and health 

care needs. In  f ac t ,  the most often c i ted reason for  poverty among 

the elderly is the inadequacy of welfare, socia l  securi ty and other 

public assistance programs on which they a re  heavily dependent (McKee 

and Robertson, 1975:263). The elderly poor have few resources and 

consequently, l i t t l e  hope of escaping poverty. In t h i s  sample, the 

poor respondents are,  on the  average, older than the nonpoor respon- 

dents (55.7% and 47.5% respectively) ; however, large standard .devi- 

ations tend t o  obscure t h i s  difference. 

Poverty appears t o  be more prevalent among farm residents. The 

present data show tha t  sixty-one percent of the farm residents are 

below the poverty level  as  compared t o  38.2 percent of the nonfann 

families. The mechanization and commercialization of agriculture 

have greatly decreased the likelihood of farm residents escaping po- 

verty. Further, recent demonstrations by the American Agricultural 
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Movement (MI) seem t o  suggest that  farming as a viable occupation 

or as a route out of poverty is a t  best ,  unpromising, hopeless or 

bleak. 

The present study also includes two social s ta tus  variables, 

education and occupation, and a f e r t i l i t y  variable, number of chil-  

dren. An inverse relationship has been found between these variables 

and poverty s ta tus  (Tien, 1961:243; Levitan, 1969:54; Horton and Les- 

l i e ,  1978: 332-333; Bourvier and Lee, 1972: 4).  Being poor typically 

means being poorly educated, a t  best, a semiskilled occupation, and 

a large number of children. The data i n  Table 1 ref lec t  t h i s  d i f -  

ferent ia l  i n  that  rural  poor persons have an average educational level 

of about eight years and an average occupational scale value of 24.5, 

values that  are below the levels of the rural  nonpoor. The average 

number of children for the poor and nonpoor sample respondents are 

3.8 and 2.4, respectively. 

A close examination of 'pockets' of poverty indicates ' that  high 

underemployment ra tes  are usually responsible for  the low average 

incomes of the poor (Schiller , 1973: 37) . Persistent, localized sub- 

employment of th i s  kind is generally the consequences of economic 

and technological changes; for example, the displacement of small 

farmers and occupational workers by automation. Given t h i s  relation- 

ship, willingness t o  travel is included i n  the analysis t o  ascertain 

i f  the poor i n  t h i s  sample are more or  less  l ikely t o  travel t o  employ- 

ment outside of t h e i r  immediate area than the nonpoor. Table 1 sug- 

gest that  the poor, on the average, travel shorter distances. The 

question remains as t o  the importance of t h i s  factor i n  discriminating 
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between the poor and nonpoor. Of course, several other factors not 

addressed in this study such as availability of transportation, cost, 

etc. could be the key. 

In summary, the literature, along with the data in Table 1, sug- 

gest that poverty tends to be concentrated among blacks, female heads 

of household, the elderly, poorly educated, low or semiskilled workers, 

farm workers, families with large number of children and perhaps, 

families that are less willing to travel to employment outside of 

their immediate area. Let us engage in a more rigorous examination 

of the data. 

Discriminant Analysis 

A direct discriminant function analysis was performed using eight 

socio-demographic variables as predictors of membership in two groups, 

poor and nonpoor . 
Of the original 2,580 cases, 870 were dropped from the analysis 

owing to fiissing data. Missing data were dispersed over cases and 

variables, with no evident patterning on the basis of groupings. A- 

gain, an evaluation of assumptions outlined earlier revealed no threat 

to multivariate analysis. 

Table 2 shows the standardized and unstandardized discriminant 

function coefficients, the univariate F- ratios, group centroids, Wilk' s 

Lambda and the canonical correlation coefficient. 

(Table 2 about here) 

The partial F's indicate that all eight of the variables are 

statistically significant beyond the .001 level. In other words, 
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a l l  eight variables discriminate the rural  poor from the rural  non- 

poor. 

The standardized coefficients, measures of the  re la t ive  impor- 

tance of the predictor variables, suggest tha t  education and sex con- 

t r ibu te  the  most t o  determining scores on the function. Occupation, 

race, nmber of children, farm s ta tus ,  willingness t o  t ravel ,  and 

age follow next i n  order of importance. Further, education, occu- 

pation, and sex contribute a t  leas t  twice as much t o  the  separation 

of groups as the remaining f ive  variables. 

The values of the group centroids for  the nonpoor and poor are 

respectively , +O.  56 and - 0.82. These values indicate the direction 

of the action of the dependent variable as the discriminating vari-  

ables change with the movement always i n  the direction of the increase 

i n  the centroids. This being the case, the movement of these group 

centroids is from the poor t o  nonpoor and therefore; the characte- 

r i s t i c s  of the discriminant function coefficients can be interpreted 

as the inverse of the  signs. In  short ,  the prof i le  of a rural  poor 

head of household is more l ikely  t o  be poorly educated, female, semi- 

sk i l l ed ,  a black farm resident who tends t o  be old, have a large num- 

ber of children and less  willing t o  t ravel  for  employment outside 

of one's immediate area. Further, Figure 1 graphically i l l u s t r a t e s  

the difference i n  the group centroids, hence, the separation of groups. 

The intermingling of groups is low. Relatedly, Wilk' s Lambda (0.680) 

and the canonical correlation (. 565) suggest tha t  discriminatory power 

exis ts  among the eight variables. 
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(Figure 1 about here) 

(Table 3 about here) 

Table 3 indicates tha t  the discriminant equeation i s  able t o  cor- 

rect ly  classify 76.26 percent of the respondents. A comparison of 

th i s  percentage with one by chance, proportional chance cr i ter ion,  

indicates tha t  the discriminant function correctly c lass i f ied a sig- 

nif icant  number of respondents, forty-four percent higher than one 

would expect t o  occur by chance (53.0%) and ten percent higher than 

the accuracy c r i t e r ion  (66.25 %) . 6 

Finally, another measure of the predictive accuracy of the dis-  

criminant function is tau (Klecka, 1980:51). Tau is a proportional 

reduction i n  error  s t a t i s t i c  tha t  serves as a standardized measure 

of improvement. Based upon the eight discriminating variables, tau 

is equal t o  0.53, a value tha t  means tha t  t h i s  c lass i f icat ion made 53.0 

percent fewer errors than would be expected by random assignment. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

This research has been undertaken with the aim of test ing eight 

socio-demographic variables a s  predictors of ru ra l  poverty. The re- 

su l t s  are  supportive of previous studies as education, occupation, 

sex, race, number of children, fann s ta tus ,  age and willingness t o  

travel  fo r  employment are  found t o  distinguish the poor from the non- 

poor. The composite portrayal of a rural  poor head of household is 

a poorly educated, semi-skilled, female, black farm resident with a 

large number of children. Age and willingness t o  t ravel  fo r  employ- 
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ment, however, do not sufficiently contribute (although statistically 

significant) to the separation of the two groups. 

Despite the multi-billion dollar budget of more than ten major 

programs developed by the War on Poverty, poverty differentials are 

still discernible. Based on this analysis, solutions to rural poverty 

in the South revolve chiefly around increases in the educational and 

occupational levels of the population and increasing opportunities 

for female head of households. Solutions will be difficult given 

the present state of the economy, the requirements of the present- 

day job market, and the Federal government1 s cutbacks in financial 

aid to institutions of higher education. The War on Poverty reduced 

the level of poverty (Horton and Leslie, 1977:326-327), but a con- 

certed action by local, state and Federal agencies in areas of post 

secondary education, job opportunities and training and reduction of 

wage disparity between men and women are critically necessary to help 

rural families raise their level of living above minimum subsistence. 

NOTES 

2. The most frequently cited cultural explanation for the existence 
of poverty is the "culture of poverty" thesis advanced by Oscar 
Lewis. Briefly, he contended that after long periods of deprivation, 
persons tend to develop a distincitve set of nonns, values and roles, 
development fosters the emergence of a different set of psychological 
and personality traits (Lewis, 1966). 

3. The poverty income threshold levels used in this study were: 

FAMILY SIZE 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

OVER 6 MEMBERS ADD: 

INCOME 

4280 
531 0 
6340 
7370 
8400 
$1030 per person 

INCOME 
Wonf am) 
3790 
5010 
6230 
7450 
8670 
9890 
$1220 per person 13
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4. The occupational categories were: professional,  technical and 
kindred worker; manager o r  administrator; sa les  worker; c l e r i -  
c a l  o r  kindred; craftsman o r  foreman; operative involved i n  manu- 
facturing; t ransport  equipment operative; laborer (except farm) ; 
farmer o r  farm manager; farm laborer o r  farm foreman; and s e r -  
vice worker and pr ivate  household worker. 

5. The group centroids are  obtained by averaging the  individual d i s -  
criminant scores f o r  a l l  cases within each group. The far ther  
apart  the  group centroids are ,  the  more s igni f icant  the  function. 

6. The formula f o r  t he  proportional chance c r i t e r i on  is: 

C proportional = p2 + ( I - ~ ) ~  

p = the  proportion of individuals i n  group one and; 
1-p = the  proportion of individuals i n  group two. 

Therefore: 

(.6139)~ 

+ 

(1 -.6139)2 = 53.00% 

The c lass i f i ca t ion  accuracy should be, as a convention, 25 per- 
cent greater  than by chance; therefore,  -7625 - -5300 = 66-25 

5300 

7. Tau has the following mathematical f o n :  

P n n - 1 1  
i=l 

tau  = 

n. % p ln l  
i- 1 

n = the  number of cases correc t ly  c lass i f i ed ;  
C 

p1 = t h e  p r io r  probabil i ty of group membership; 

ni = the  number of groups; and . 

n. = the  t o t a l  number of cases. 

The p r i o r  probabil i ty of group membership is 0.50; therefore,  

14
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Variables 

RACE : 
Black 
White 

SEX : 
Male 
Female 

FARM STATUS: 
Fann 
Nonfarm 

Table 1 

PREDICTOR VARIABLES BY POVERTY STATUS 

WILLINGNESS TO TRAVEL' 
(Miles) 

Poverty Status 

Poor . - Nonpoor 

'The starred value is the mean and the parenthesized value is the stan- 
dard deviation. 

 he double-starred value is the median and the parenthesized value 
is the quartile deviation. 
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Table 2 

DIRECT DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS 

POVERTY STATUS 

VARIABLES 

SEX 

RACE 

EDUCATION 

OCCLJPAT ION 

FARh1INONFANI 

NUMBER OF CHILDREN 

WILLINGNESS TO TRAVEL 

AGE 

CONSTANT 

STANDARDIZED UNSTANDARDI ZED 
COEFFICIENTS COEFFICIENTS 

GROUP CENTROIDS 

NONPOOR 

POOR 

SlNMARY STAT I STICS 

CANONICAL WILK' S 
CORRELATION LAMBDA . DF - 
.565 .680 8 

PARTIAL 
F 

SIGNIFICANCE 
OF LAMBDA 

*Statistically significant at the .001 level. 
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Table 3 

CL4SSIFICATIOS RESULTS OF DISCRIMINANT EQUATION 

PREDICTED bIEMBERSH1 P 

ACI'UAL GROUP NO. OF CASES PERCENT NONPOOR POOR 

Nonpoor 512 

Poor 

Percent of "grouped" cases correc t ly  c l a s s i f i e d  = 76.26% (66.25)* 

"Classif icat ion accuracy c r i t e r i a  = C proportional x 25% + C proportional 

C proportional = 53.00% 

Class i f ica t ion  accuracy c r i t e r i a  = 66.25% 

Proportional reduction i n  er ror  s t a t i s t i c  = 52.5% 
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